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INTRODUCTION
• Cervical cancer is a global public health challenge. It is the second most
common cancer in women and third cause of death from malignant
diseases in women worldwide.
• For early-stage cervical cancer, radical surgery is accepted as the standard
treatment.
• However, there is still variable opinions on the best approach for bulky (≥4
cm) tumour .
• The survival rate of patients with early-stage cervical cancer is 80–90% in
non-bulky tumors, but decreases to 50–60% in bulky tumors.

Cont…..
• Though Platinum based chemoradiation (CRT) has been the
standard treatment for patients with locally advanced disease since
1999 ,further improvement in outcome is desirable in these
patients.
• Therefore, a new therapeutic modality targeted to LACC should be
developed.
•

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) prior to surgery or radiotherapy
has been applied as a new therapeutic strategy for bulky or locally
advanced disease.

• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) plays yet an unproved role in
cervical cancer treatment, particularly when followed by CRT, where
data is scarce.

RATIONALE OF USING NACT
• Tumor-size reduction : facilitate subsequent local therapy. This
reduction can transform inoperable tumors into radically resectable
ones.
• Increase radio sensitivity and decrease the hypoxic cell fraction.
• Treats the micro metastatic disease, preventing a significant
proportion of relapses.
• Identified as an important prognostic factor in several studies.
• Reduces lymph node and parametrial invasion.

AGENTS USED IN NACT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cisplatin :
most active platinum agent, RR 20%
Ifosfamide:
20% RR at a dose 1.2gm /m2 for 5 days
Cis-Ifos combo : RR (31%/17.8%), no OS benefit
Anthracycline : RR 20%, Cardiotoxic
Taxane:
RR 17%
Paclitaxel-Carboplatin: hematotoxic, Myelosuppression

Dose of chemotherapy and interval of cycles in
NACT

As a result, a short interval and a high dose of cisplatin appear to offer a great
advantage for survival in cervical cancer patients.

• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus surgery versus surgery for
cervical cancer
• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus radical surgery versus
radiation therapy
• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy versus
radiotherapy alone
• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus radical surgery versus
surgery only and concurrent chemo radiation therapy only
• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus radical surgery followed by
chemotherapy

GOG-141: Treatment of ("bulky") stage IB cervical cancer with or without
neoadjuvant vincristine and cisplatin prior to radical hysterectomy and
pelvic/para-aortic lymphadenectomy: a phase III trial of the gynecologic
oncology group.
NACT (Vincristine + Cisplatin) followed
by RHPPL
Stage IB2
cervical cancer
PS 0-2
Adequate organ function
n=291

Endpoints
PFS and OS

Radical histerectomy and
pelvic/para-aortic lymph-node
dissection (RHPPL)

Closed due to low accrual
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Phase III randomised controlled trial of neoadjuvant chemotherapy
plus radical surgery vs radical surgery alone for stages IB2, IIA2, and
IIB cervical cancer: a Japan Clinical Oncology Group trial (JCOG 0102)

Stage IB2, IIA2, IIB
squamous cervical cancer
By MRI
20-70
PS 0 or 1
Adequate organ function

Neoadjuvant CT (BOMP: Cisplatin +
Vincristine + Mitomycin + Bleomycin)
x3, followed by Radical Surgery (NACTRS)

n=134

Radical surgery (RS)

Endpoint
OS
Post surgical RT if high risk pathology after RS
Pelvic lymph node metastasis,
parametrial involvement,
or deep stromal invasion (⩾
⩾2/3).
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STUDY DESIGN
• Early or locally advanced cervical cancer who had not undergone any prior
treatment likely to interfere with the treatment comparison.
Six trials (1072 women) were identified for inclusion in the review
• Trials giving radical radiotherapy for inoperable tumours and/or postoperative radiotherapy were also eligible.
• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by radical surgery versus radical
surgery
• The primary outcome was overall survival (OS).
•

Secondary outcomes were progression-free survival (PFS), local and
distant recurrence, rates of resection and surgical morbidity.

•

PFS was signiﬁcantly improved with NACT (HR=0.76, 95% CI=0.62to0.94, p=0.01)

•

No OS beneﬁt was observed (HR=0.85, 95% CI=0.67to1.07, p=0.17).

•

Both local (OR = 0.76, 95% CI = 0.49 to 1.17, p = 0.21) and distant (OR = 0.68, 95%
CI = 0.41 to 1.13, p = 0.13) recurrence and rates of resection
(OR=1.55,95%CI=0.96to2.50,p=0.07) only tended to be in favor of neoadjuvant
chemotherapy

•

Exploratory analyses of pathological response showed a signiﬁcant decrease in
adverse pathological ﬁndings with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (OR = 0.54, 95% CI
= 0.39 to 0.73, p = < 0.0001 for lymph node status; OR = 0.58, 95% CI = 0.41 to
0.82, p = 0.002 for parametrial inﬁltration) which despite a high level of
heterogeneity was still signiﬁcant when the random effects model was used.

•

There was also no difference in the effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy according
to total cisplatin dose, chemotherapy cycle length or by cervical cancer stage.

META – ANALYSIS
(2004): MRC (UK) group

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
for locally advanced disease:
Meta-analysis (2004): MRC (UK) group
• IPD meta-analysis
• Included stage IB-IV disease
• Did not include trials with concurrent chemoradiotherapy
Objectives
• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

surgery Vs radiotherapy.

• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

radical radiotherapy Vs radiotherapy.

Tierney et al. Cochrane Database

NACT Surgery vs RT:
• 5 trials
• N=872
• A significant improvement in 5-year OS (14%)
and DFS (13%)
• No change based on age, stage, histology,
grade and nodal status
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Defining the Role of Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy Followed by Surgery in Locally
Advanced Cancer Cervix: A Meta-analysis of Phase III Trials.
Osman MA
STUDY OBJECTIVES:
This meta-analysis was performed to compare the outcomes between NACT-S and RT for
locally advanced cancer cervix.
RESULTS:
Data were collected from 1171 patients enrolled in seven phase III trials.
The 5-year PFS (progression-free survival) for NACT-S and RT were 62 and 45.5 %,
respectively.
The 5-year OS for NACT-S and RT were 66 and 49 %, respectively.
NACT-S was associated with better late toxicities compared to RT.
CONCLUSION:
NACT-S is a reasonable treatment option for locally advanced cancer cervix. It achieved
better results than RT, especially for stages from IB2 to IIB.

Conclusions

• The meta-analysis suggested that NACT
followed by surgery improves overall survival
compared with nonstandard radiotherapy.
• However the control arm (radiotherapy
alone) should be compared with the current
standard of care of chemo radiotherapy for
the adoption of NACT before surgery or RT as
the standard of care.

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy versus
radiotherapy alone in locally advanced carcinoma cervix: a
prospective randomized study

Study Objective:
• To compare the disease response, disease free survival, overall survival and
toxicity profile to neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy(CT-RT
group) versus radiotherapy alone(RT alone) in locally advanced carcinoma
cervix.

Materials and Method:
• July 2007 and August 2008, 113 patients with squamous cell carcinoma,
adenocarcinoma and adenosquamous carcinoma cervix, FIGO stage IIB-IIIB,
• Two cycles of cisplatin and 5- flourouracil(CT) followed by radiotherapy(RT)
(CT-RT group,n=58) or RT alone (RT alone group , n=55).

• Inj cisplatin : 50mg/m2 on day 1 and 2 in divided doses. The drug was given in an
infusion over a period of 90minute after adequate hydration and antiemetic
followed by mannitol diuresis.
• 5fluorouracil :- It was given in a dose of 500mg/m2 over 6 hours on day 1 and
day 2 repetition 3 weekly, total 2 cycles .
• Radiotherapy:
• Started within one week of randomization or within 2-3 weeks of completing the
second cycle of chemotherapy. RT treatment was same in both arms. External
beam radiation therapy was administered using cobalt 60 teletherapy machine.
• A dose of 45 Gy in 20 fractions in 4 weeks was given at a dose of 225 centi gray
per fraction daily, for 5 days in a week.
• After a gap of 1 to 2 weeks patients were reassessed for response and patient
with good local response , intracavitary brachytherapy using Selectron remote
controlled LDR system, 137Cs based, giving a dose of 35 Gy to point A.

NACT followed by radiotherapy: updates

• Seven prospective RCTs were conducted comparing radiotherapy alone
with NACT followed by radiotherapy
•

Unfortunately, of these seven trials, five demonstrated no benefit from
neoadjuvant therapy, and two demonstrated a significantly better survival
rate with radiotherapy alone.

•

None of these trials compared NACT followed by radiotherapy with
concurrent chemoradiation.

• Retrospective review of the follow-up reports of 476 patients with stage
IB2-IIB cervical cancer enrolled from 2000 to 2005
•

patients treated with NACT followed by surgery showed significantly
higher 5-year survival rates than both the radical surgery (OS: HR, 1.813; p
= 0.0175) and concurrent chemoradiation treatment (OS: HR, 3.157; p <
0.0001) groups.

•

In the NACT plus surgery group, NACT with a combination of paclitaxel
and cisplatin (TP) chemotherapy improved the long-term disease-free
survival (DFS) and OS compared NACT with a chemotherapy regimen of
vincristine, bleomycin, and cisplatin (VBP) (p < 0.001).

Cont…..
•

A tumor size of more than 4 cm caused a significant reduction in both the
5-year DFS and OS rates (HR, 1.762; 95% CI, 1.131–2.744; p = 0.0122 and
HR, 1.669; 95% CI, 1.164– 2.392; p = 0.0053, respectively).

• The limitation of this study is that a selection bias resulted because of the
retrospective nature of the investigation.
•

In terms of the proportion of patients with a tumor larger than 4 cm, a
higher response rate was observed in the concurrent chemo radiotherapy
group than in the NACT plus surgery group (77.7% vs 49.7%).

Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy Followed by Surgery Versus Concurrent
Chemoradiation in Carcinoma of the Cervix (NACTcervix)
This study is currently recruiting participants.
Verified November 2015 by Sudeep Gupta, Tata Memorial Hospital
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00193739
Primary Outcome Measures:
Disease Free Survival [ Time Frame: 5 years ]
Secondary Outcome Measures:
Over all survival [ Time Frame: 7 years ]
Over all survival will be calculated from the date of entry into the study to the date
of death due to any cause or the last follow up visit.
Rate of Distant Metastases [ Time Frame: 7 years ]
Estimated Enrollment: 730
Study Start Date: September 2003
Estimated Study Completion Date: December 2017 Estimated Primary Completion
Date: December 2017 (Final data collection date for primary outcome measure)

Comparing Study Between Concurrent Chemoradiation and New
Combination Treatment in Cervical Cancer Patients (TGOCphaseIII)
Thai Gynecologic Oncology Collaborative Group
Collaborators: National Research Council of Thailand Clinical Research Collaborative Network
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01000415
Primary Outcome Measures: Overall survival [ Time Frame: 9 Years ]
Secondary Outcome Measures: Comparing DFS [ Time Frame: 9 years ]
Estimated Enrollment: 824
Study Start Date: June 2009
Estimated Study Completion Date: June 2018
Arms
Experimental: Cisplatin plus gemcitabine
Experimental arm: NACT (cisplatin plus gemcitabine)
followed by surgery
Control arm: concurrent chemoradiation
(cisplatin/carboplatin)during standard radiation

Assigned Interventions
Cisplatin 50 mg/m2 (in the vein)on day 1 of
each 23 day cycle plus gemcitabine 1000
mg/m2 on day 1 and day 8, for 3 cycles:
until progression or unacceptable toxicity
develops.

EORTC 55994: Randomized phase III study of neoadjuvantchemotherapy
followed by surgery vs. concomitant radiotherapy and chemotherapy in
FIGO stage Ib2, IIa> 4 cm or Ilb cervical cancer.
PI’s: G. Kenter, S. Greggi, F. Landoni1
Accrual(n = 626) completed June 2014
Expected study completion= mid2019
Protocol amendment (v4.0):
New primary end-point: OS at 5 years instead of OS
Secondary end-point: OS
Change of total number of patients: 625 (instead of 686)
Revised TR chapter

Ib2–IVa were treated with neoadjuvant
cisplatin 35 mg/m2 and Gemciabine
1000 mg/m2 D1 and D8, for 2 cycles.
Then, they received CRT (50.4 Gy) with
weekly Cisplatin 40 mg/m2followed by
brachytherapy.
Results:
Between Sep/2013 and Oct/2015, 50
patients were initiated on NACT and CRT.
RR was 81% at the end of treatment. PFS
at 1 and 3-years were 73.4% and 53.9%
respectively; and, OS at 1 and 3-years
were 93.9% and 71.3% respectively.
No overall response benefit on addition of
NACT

Induction Chemotherapy Plus Chemoradiation VS Chemoradiation as
First Line Treatment for Locally Advanced Cervical Cancer (INTERLACE)
This study is currently recruiting participants.
Verified June 2016 by University College, London
Sponsor: University College, London
Collaborator: Cancer Research UK
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01566240
Primary Outcome Measures: Overall Survival [ Time Frame: 5 years ]
Secondary Outcome Measures: Progression free survival [ Time Frame: 12
weeks post treatment and then as required ]
Adverse events (AE): CTCAE v4.03
Quality of Life (UK and Ireland only) as assessed by EORTC QLQ-C30, QLQCX24 and EQ-5D
Patterns of first relapse (local and/or systemic) [ Time Frame: 12 weeks
post treatment and as required ]

Contd…
Estimated Enrollment: 770
Study Start Date: September 2012
Estimated Study Completion Date: September 2021
Arms

Assigned Interventions

Active
Comparator:
Chemoradiation
Radiotherapy (external beam
and
brachytherapy)
plus
concurrent Cisplatin weekly
for 5 weeks

Radiation: Radiotherapy
Radiotherapy comprising external beam 40-50.4Gy in 20-28
fractions plus intracavity brachytherapy to achieve a minimum
total EQD2 dose of 78-86Gy.
Drug: Cisplatin
Cisplatin 40 mg/m2 (capped at 70mg total dose) weekly for five
weeks maximum, commencing in the first week of radiotherapy or
as soon as blood counts have recovered from induction
chemotherapy.

Experimental: Induction
Chemotherapy +
Chemoradiation
6 cycles of weekly Paclitaxel
and Carboplatin followed by
Chemoradiation as per Active
Comparator

Drug: Paclitaxel
Paclitaxel 80 mg/m2 (capped at 160mg maximum total dose)
weekly for 6 weeks i.e. on days 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 & 36.
Drug: Carboplatin
Carboplatin AUC 2 (capped at 270mg maximum total dose) weekly
for 6 weeks i.e. on day 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, & 36.
Chemo Radiotherapy: Same protocol

CCT-RT

NACT
surgery

Stage IIB-IVA
squamous
cervical cancer
KPS >60%
Adequate organ function

Neoadjuvant CT (Cisplatin +
Vincristine + Bleomycin) x3
followed by RT and intracavitary RT

Rural-based
Urban-based

Endpoints
6-mo and 12-mo DCR (disease-control rate)

n=200

External Radiotherapy with
Concurrent Cisplatin and intracavitary
RT
n=390

Complete Response in both arms
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CONCLUSION
• The role of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) in cervical cancer has been
a matter of investigation over the last 20 years.
• NACT is feasible and produces impressive responses in cervical carcinoma,
as has been demonstrated by several phase II , phase III trials and
metaanalysis.
• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus surgery showed improved PFS and
significant decrease in adverse pathological findings compared to surgery
but no OS benefit . (Cochrane database 2010).
• NACT followed by surgery is a reasonable treatment option for locally
advanced cancer cervix. It achieved better results than RT, especially for
stages from IB2 to IIB. (Cochrane database 2004)

Cont…..
•

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy didn’t reveal any
significant survival benefit compared to radiotherapy alone.

•

In the 3-arm comparative study , patients treated with NACT followed by
surgery showed significantly higher 5-year survival rates than both the radical
surgery and concurrent chemoradiation treatment

•

The role of adjuvant chemotherapy after NACT and surgery could be useful for
the patients of LACC.

•

But there are many drawbacks of NACT (prolonged Treatment periods ,
increased expenses, overmedication, tumor progression before surgery , radio
resistance of cells) as explained in various studies.

•

Furthermore the results of NACT till now are not convincing enough to accept
it as a standard of care .

•

The recent ongoing trials will probably strengthen the consensus regarding the
use of this new approach .

TAKE HOME MESSAGE….
• In our routine clinical practice, we should limit ourselves to standard
treatment guidelines that are universally accepted.
• Experiments should only be done in the setting of a CLINICAL TRIAL.
• For locally advanced cancer cervix, Concurrent chemoradiation is the
current standard of care and NOT NACT followed by Surgery or Radiation.

Thank you

